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teaching philosophy
As an artist, educator and interdisciplinary scholar, I pride myself on creating spaces for my students to think
within and beyond what it means to be an artist. I want them to consider how they impact the art world, their
communities and each other through a multidisciplinary arts practice. Teaching and making art, at its core is
more than understanding and replicating formal expression and skill building; it is an act of expression, and
has the potential to ignite dialogues, and create social change. In my courses, students learn how to create
work that is personally meaningful, generative, and interactive with a variety of audiences. It is important that
my students learn the necessity of critiques, interdisciplinary investigation, and community engagement. I
also want them to learn to use a variety of media such as installation, performance, video, audio and
sculpture.
Through my work as an educator and student in the Gender, Women’s and Sexuality Studies Department at
the University of Iowa, I came to understand the importance of intersectionality. The students I teach come
from diverse backgrounds. As a teacher, it is important to advocate for all voices. It is also necessary to open
spaces where students can share their stories, investigate their meanings, and use them to understand
theories and praxis. It is also necessary for the work of students to be seen and validated through healthy
dialogue and exhibition opportunities. As an educator, I work to create safe incubators for discussions about
relevant topics that are important to students and their work. This space is created over the weeks of the
semester, in which we discuss a wide range of international contemporary artists, as well as readings that
challenge students to think further about the contemporary art world and its intersections within other
academic fields. When teaching, I work hard to foster enthusiastic and engaging discussions about art
history, historical and current cultural and social movements and contemporary artists. Through these
conversations, students begin to understand each other, how to discuss and make art and create and
support a healthy critique environment.
Critiques are vastly important in the classroom setting. Having an honest place to give and receive feedback
on work is necessary to promote a strong artistic practice. In my classes, I make critiques as democratic and
open as possible. I give students time to evaluate the work, write notes and consider the elements of
concept, imagery, and aesthetics. Next, we tell the student being critiqued the positives of their work in order
to gain trust, and then ask non-biased questions of the artist and whether or not they have any questions.
Through this model, I hope to foster a feeling in the artist that they are not empty vessels for us as critics
to fill, but rather a competent and creative person who has just as many answers and questions about their
work.
Community engagement is another component of my curriculum in which I firmly believe. After serving as the
Senior Fellow for the Obermann Graduate Institute on Engagement, I have come to understand the
importance of mutually beneficial relationships within and between academia and the communities they
serve. I also collaborated with Professor Rachel Williams as a teaching assistant on two community
engagement courses: Studio Art, Feminist Practice and Social Justice, and Gender, Women’s and
Sexuality Studies (GWSS) Practicum. In Studio Art, Feminist Practice, and Social Justice our students
researched domestic violence in the state of Iowa and compiled a zine to give to donors of the Iowa Coalition
Against Domestic Violence. We are also teaching the students to facilitate workshops for domestic violence
survivors to dye and create silk banners that will be shown across the state of Iowa to garner domestic
violence awareness. The GWSS Practicum teaches students how to facilitate a course on healthy
relationships with women incarcerated at the Iowa Correctional Institution for Women. In both of these
courses, I help teach students how to be well-informed and practiced facilitators as well as compassionate
witnesses to these vastly diverse groups in their community. Being able to bring community engagement into
my art students’ experience is extremely important to me, and I look forward to continuing this component of
engagement in my students’ artistic practices. This is my goal within the years to come as a professor within
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interdisciplinary arts; fostering outstanding artwork from students and connecting their art practices with

their community to create an exciting new work that has relevance both within and beyond the classroom.
Supporting community involvement does not stop at social engagement. I also push my students to exhibit
their work. Throughout working as an instructor in Intermedia, I challenged my students to show their art at
local galleries and co-organized the Intermedia Open House for two consecutive years. My students created
installations in the alternative art space, Public Space One, and incorporated site-specific details of the space
into their work. For example, one student created an installation based around food and after researching that
Public Space One used to be the location for free meals in Iowa City.
As an instructor who utilizes installation, performance, video, audio and sculpture, the resulting student work
varies. However, one thing that these works have in common is their strong, conceptual nature. Whether they
are students performing as living dolls that the audience can dress however they please, or a video of a
student reliving and defeating his memories of being a bullied gay teenager from Malaysia, or the student
personifying both his father and himself in an immersive live performance, I challenge my students to push
their concepts and themselves to make work that is impactful, honest, and important and generative.
Overall, as an educator, I strive to create a safe and productive classroom environment where students can
thrive and explore personal, cultural and historical issues that are relevant to their lives. I encourage them to
explore a number of techniques, methods and tools in order to achieve their vision. I thrive off of the
challenge of balancing all of these ideas in my classroom and in the community work I do with students. It is
exciting and deeply influential to my own work.

Jessica discussing her MFA exhibition and its relationship to with intersectional feminism and social justice with
students from Studio Art, Feminist Practice and Social Justice
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courses taught and assisted
courses Taught:
Intermedia 1: fall 2014 - fall 2015
This course is an introduction to Intermedia through student-initiated research and creative production
in a range of media including but not limited to video, installation, social media, conceptual art and
performance. Class discussion, multimedia presentations on the history of Intermedia and readings will
complement student projects.

Elements of sculpture: spring 2017
This course introduces non-art majors to the conceptual, formal, and technical elements of sculpture. 		
Students will learn how to create sculpture individually and collaboratively, and how to enter into a dialogue
about works of art. Basic skills taught include: wire sculpture, mold making, casting, carpentry, and textile
work

courses as teaching assistant:
gender, women’s and sexuality studies practicum: fall 2016
Students will explore the intersection of race, sexuality, class and gender through a practicum
experience at the Iowa Correctional Institution for Women. Students will be responsible for facilitating 		
the Women’s Collective program, a 12 week curriculum using women’s circles focused on healthy
relationships between people, domestic violence, sexual assault, race, class, gender, and power and 		
control. The purpose of the curriculum is to help women who are incarcerated explore ways to have 		
productive, non-violent relationships that are positive and egalitarian. Graduate and undergraduate 		
students from various disciplines are welcomed. Students will also be asked to read scholarly texts in 		
order to learn more about incarceration in North America, and intersectionality. They will also be
expected to discuss these topics, write a series of deep reflections about their work at the correctional
institution, and full participate as a facilitator in the program.

studio art, feminist practice, social justice: fall 2016 - spring 2017

Students will explore issues related specifically to gender, women’s and sexuality studies through the
arts. Students in this class will build on the work of previous classes on the topic of domestic violence.
We will learn about how to foster community workshops, create a public art project with silk and fabric
dye, and also work toward setting up exhibitions across Iowa. Students will be responsible for teaching
at least one community workshop (transportation will be provided), and contributing to the public art 		
project and exhibition schedule. The purpose of the experience is to create ties with community partners,
learn more about their needs and then to create plans of actions for public campaigns through the arts and
educational interventions.
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Development/revision of courses
intermedia 1:
-I made new presentation materials including a variety of power points (one for each unit including: video,
installation, performance and sound), incorporated new videos, and a more diverse list of contemporary
artists for discussion.
-I developed instruction guides for using sound equipment, video equipment Premiere Pro and Audacity.
-I created new projects and mini projects, such as the sound derive mini project, and the 			
autobiographical performance project.
-I enacted new critique methods modeled off of Liz Lerman’s Critical Response Process, as to 			
empower the student being critiqued and invest responders with responsibility as audience members.

Elements of sculpture:
-I created new presentation materials including a variety of power points (for each unit including: wire, mold
making, soft sculpture and wood working), incorporated new videos, and a more diverse list of 			
contemporary artists for discussion.
-I initiated new projects including Body|Line Extension, Micro|Macro, Multiples Multiply and 			
Collaboration|Community|Construction.
-I developed instruction guides, presentation materials and rubrics that can be incorporated into each of
these projects.
-I enacted new critique methods modeled off of Liz Lerman’s Critical Response Process, as to 			
empower the student being critiqued and invest responders with responsibility as audience members.
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teaching evaluations & comments
intermedia 1, fall 2014:
Question (6 = Highly Agree, 1 = Highly Disagree)

Mean

This instructor is receptive to ideas or viewpoints differing from his/her own.

6

I am encouraged to participate in discussion.

6

Help is available is I have questions.

6

My work is evaluated in ways that are helpful to my learning.

5.83

Course goals are clear to me.

5.83

This course requires an appropriate amount of work for credit earned.

6

Course content is interesting to me.

5.83

Course difficulty is appropriate for my background.

5.83

I am challenged to do creative work.

6

Course content clarifies techniques I am expected to develop.

6

This instructor helped me develop confidence in my own abilities.

5.83

I have been motivated to do additional work in this area.

5.83

This course is so interesting that I would like to take another class in this area.

5.67

I have become a more creative and skillful person because of this course.

5.83

Grades are an impartial assessment of my performance.

5.83

Assignments are clear.

6

Assignments are pertinent to topics presented in class.

5.83

Class discussion is a valuable part of this class.

5.83

Visual aids (overheads/slides/films/blackboard) are a valuable part of this class.

5.83

This instructor’s facility with the language of instruction is good.

5.83

Student Comments:
“Jessica, words can’t describe my gratitude toward you. I’ve learned so much from you and I’ve grown under your
teaching and care for better understanding myself and see myself in a different way. Intermedia has opened a new
frontier for myself to further appreciate the work of art. I will not stop exploring and studying what Intermedia can
offer. If there was a choice, I wouldn’t want to stop learning from you. Once again thank you so much.”
“Excellent instructor. She is one of the best instructors I have ever met. She is super willing to help students and is
super nice.”
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Intermedia 1, Spring 2015:
Question (6 = Highly Agree, 1 = Highly Disagree)
The instructor is receptive to ideas or viewpoints differing from his/her own.

5.75

I am encouraged to participate in class discussion.

5.92

Help is available outside class if I have questions.

5.58

My work is evaluated in ways that are helpful to my learning.

5.67

Course goals are clear to me.

5.50

This course requires an appropriate amount of work for the credit earned.

5.67

Course content is interesting to me.

5.58

Course difficulty is appropriate for my background.

5.42

I am challenged to do original creative work.

5.75

Course content clarifies techniques I am expected to develop.

5.58

This instructor has helped me develop confidence in my own abilities.

5.50

I have been motivated to do additional work in this area.

5.42

This course is so interesting I would like to take another class in this area.

5.33

I have become a more creative and skillful person because of this course.

5.58

Grades are an impartial assessment of my performance.

5.25

Assignments are clear.

5.75

Assignments are pertinent to topics presented in class.

5.75

Class discussion is a valuable part of this class.

5.67

Visual aids (overheads/slides/films/blackboard) are a valuable part of this class.

5.67

This instructor’s facility with the language of instruction is good.

5.83

Student Comments:
““Best instructor I’ve had at Iowa in five years. Felt confident in class because of her guidance and openness.”
“Jessica facilitated a supportive, engaging class experience, and I have recommended her course to others.”
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Intermedia 1, fall 2015:
Question (6 = Highly Agree, 1 = Highly Disagree)
The instructor was effective in teaching the course materials.

5.75

The work assigned by the instructor was worthwhile and helped me learn the course material.

5.88

The instructor supported student learning in the class.

5.75

The course goals are clear to me.

5.88

I am challenged to do original creative work.

5.88

General concepts and ideas are stressed.

5.75

My work is evaluated in ways that are helpful to my learning.

5.88

The instructor seems interested in teaching this course.

5.88

I am encouraged to participate in class discussion.

5.88

Recent developments in the field are discussed.

5.88

Class discussion is a valuable part of this class.

5.88

Assignments and expectations on work outside class are clear.

5.88

The instructor is available outside of class for extra help.

5.75

This course is so interesting that I would like to take another class in this area.

5.88

I have been encouraged to think for myself.

5.88

There is an appropriate balance between artistic philosophy and craft in this course.

5.88

Visual aids (overheads/slides/films/blackboard) are a valuable part of this class.

5.88

Grades are based on a fair weighting of the required course activities.

5.88

This instructor is fair and unbiased in the treatment of all students in this course.

5.75

This instructor’s facility with the language of instruction is good.

5.75

Student Comments:
“Jessica made this course extremely engaging and interesting!”
“Jessica is the best instructor I have ever had.”
“I’m so glad I was able to take this course, it has impacted me greatly as an artist and I’ve made so much growth
in the past few months. Thanks again for a fantastic semester, I have really gotten so much value from this course
and specifically you as an instructor. Hope to work with you in the future!”
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Sample syllabi
intermedia 1
INSTRUCTOR: JESSICA PLEYEL
jessica.carolyn.pleyel@gmail.com
616.401.8543
Office Hours: 4:00-5:30 PM Mondays, and 3:30-5:00 PM Tuesday, or by appointment.
Email is preferred.

COURSE DESCRIPTION
This course is designed to help students explore the interdisciplinary field of intermedia, which broadly includes,
performance, time-based work, video, sound, photography, installation, emerging technologies, digital interfaces
such as the web, interactive objects, and art interventions. The University of Iowa’s intermedia program was the
first of its kind in the United States.
In this course, students will read texts that will help them gain a broad historical overview of intermedia, art and
historical and societal issues from the 1960s to the present. They will also learn basic skills in collaboration, video
editing, sound, performance, installation, and interdisciplinary creative scholarship. At the end of the course
students will have a basic understanding of the field, a small portfolio of pieces, and skills that will be useful if they
continue to do work that is conceptual and interdisciplinary.

EXPECTATIONS
You will arrive on time and be prepared. Throughout the semester, you will be completing 4-5 projects from the
breadth of intermedia practice including: performance, installation, video and sound. You will also have several
smaller creative assignments, reading responses, artist presentations, preparing a final portfolio, and keeping a
sketchbook. When each final project is due, we will be critiquing each other’s work. It is extremely important that
you are prepared to due so. This means you are expected to complete your work on time and with a high quality,
and install your work as if it were to be in an exhibition or part of a public viewing. You will also be required to write
an artist’s statement for each piece (between 100-150 words), to conceptually realize how and why your piece was
created.
This is not just a technical class. Rather, this course is about exploring various methods of making, generating
strong concepts and thinking about creative work. Thus, you will be asked to spend the bulk of your time and
energy on artistic and conceptual projects as opposed to learning software. But we will learn some basic technical
skills, and the instructor will try to accommodate your interests.
The class will look at lots of experimental methods that many of you won’t be familiar with. So be patient, ask
questions, and have an open mind.
You are expected to challenge yourself conceptually and spend time to learn the skills and refine ideas necessary
to create your work. This course has multiple overlapping deadlines and introduces processes that can be quite
labor-intensive; effective time management is very important. You are expected to be fully present and participate
in class meetings, as evidenced by taking notes and contributing to discussions.
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ATTENDANCE
Attendance is required. Students may be absent for any reason or no reason twice during the semester. Any
absences beyond the second will result in a grade reduction, excepting extreme and documented circumstance
to be evaluated by a case-by-case basis. An unexplained habit of late arrival or early departure will also result in a
grade reduction. Eight or more absences will result in an automatic “F” in this course. Some outside of class
visiting artists may be incorporated into the class, and attendance at these events will affect your grade.

GRADING
You will be graded on a variety of things including the art you produce, papers you write, your participation in class
discussions and activities, and final critiques. Your projects will be evaluated on level of engagement with
materials, development of ideas, time management, and follow-through. Consider critique your exams. Failure to
contribute will reflect in your final grade. Feedback of creative work will be given back in paper format after each
critique. For our in class mini-projects, you must be present to get points.
60% Creative work
20% Participation
10% Final Portfolio
10% Artist Presentations
Final grades will be awarded on an A to F scale, including plus and minus. Each project will receive a letter grade
in addition to verbal critique in class. All students must meet with the instructor at midterm to discuss progress in
the course to date and to receive a midterm grade. Students are also encouraged to contact the instructor at any
time to learn how they are doing in the course. In this course, letter grades mean the following:
A +/- Students who deeply engage with the various media, develop ideas, refine processes, facilitate
		
class discussion, research themes and show initiative
B+/-

Students who engage with various media, ideas and class discussions

C+/-

Students who complete projects

D+/-

Students who do not engage with various media, ideas or class discussions

F

Students who miss classes, do not complete projects and do not participate

PROJECTS
For each project we will look at examples via an introductory lecture and a project prompt to help get you started.
We will also be doing some readings to help inform your understanding of the medium as well as issues that come
along with it.
Primarily, we will be working on 5 larger projects and 2 mini projects. In addition to looking at various artists, we
will also be learning basic software and technology that will allow you to complete your projects.
Your projects will be due the day of the critiques. However, once these critiques occur, you may revise your work.
Revisions do not excuse laziness or tardiness on the original due date. If this is the case, your original grade will
likely remain the same.
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5 Major Projects
2 Mini Projects
5 Readings and reading responses
1 Final Portfolio
1 Artist Presentation and Paper
1 Sketchbook Journal

READING RESPONSES
You will be asked to write a one-page response for the texts that you read. The responses should be no more than
one page and should include the following:
-A short summary of the reading
-A short critique of the text. Was it easy to understand? Did you like it? Hate it? If so, why?
-Finally, write three discussion questions that you can share in class as a way to help general inquiry.
-Your responses are due one-two weeks after they are assigned in most cases. You cannot turn these in
late. If you are going to be absent, email them to me. Otherwise they must be typed and printed out.

FINAL PORTFOLIO
Documentation for your completed major projects will be due the Monday after your critiques. This is part of your
grade and is required. We will discuss the details of documentation in class. This will constitute your “final
portfolio” which accounts for 10% of your grade. You will have the opportunity to make revisions through the semester after receiving your grade.

ARTIST PRESENTATIONS
You will be expected to give an in-depth presentation on a contemporary artist of your choosing from the lists
given. This will require some basic research, however the focus in not to give a biographical analysis of the artist,
but rather a thoughtful and critical look at the artist’s work. You are also required to write a paper in Chicago Style
with five academic sources.
Performance Artists: Tristan Tzara, Yoko Ono, Kalup Linzy, Orlan, Marina Abramovic, Rebecca Horn, Jayson
Musson/Hennessy Youngman, Joseph Beuys, Pussy Riot, Guillermo Gomez-Peña, William Pope L., Tameka Norris,
Holly Hughes, Alina Troyano, Ana Mendieta
Video Artists: Ryan Trecartin, Bruce Nauman, Miguel Calderon, Gillian Wearing, Matthew Barney, Shirin Neshat,
Huang Ran, Pipilotti Rist, Video Freex, Martha Rosler, Kate Gilmore
Sound Artists: John Cage, Stephen Vitiello, Yoshi Wada, Karlheinz Stockhausen, Laurie Anderson, Luigi Russolo,
Ultra Red, DJ Spooky, Hong-Kai Wang, Alison Knowles, Dick Higgins
Installation Artists: Andy Goldsworthy, Cai Guo-Qiang, Yayoi Kusama, Doris Salcedo, Do Ho Suh, Robert
Smithson, Natalie Jeremijenko, Michael Rakowitz, Felix Gonzales Torres, Vik Muniz, Ernesto Neto, Yayoi Kusama
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SKETCHBOOK JOURNAL
You will be required to keep a sketchbook for this class. This book will include project sketches, concepts,
research, and plans. At the beginning of each project we will have a one-on-one meeting where we will discuss
your sketches/ideas and address any questions or concerns you may have. This will help me understand your
project ideas so we can communicate effectively throughout each assignment. At the end of the semester, you will
put your sketchbook in your final portfolio, and it will be returned to you with feedback.

COLLABORATION
Some projects for this course will be collaborative, as indicated in the assignment sheet and grading rubrics. Other
creative work may be completed collaboratively if your instructor approves. All written work must be completed
individually. Each student in a collaborative group is expected to complete a similar amount of work and to
contribute equally to the final project. When working collaboratively, please include a short statement on the nature
of the collaboration and your contribution in your self-evaluation or project statement.

Project schedule
UNIT 1 INTRODUCTION: WHAT IS INTERMEDIA
READINGS:
Allan Kaprow, “The Education of the Un-Artist, Part 1” (1971) in Jeff Kelly, ed. Essays on the Blurring of Art and Life
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993), pp 97-109. | Ursula Bertram, “What is Intermedia?” Hans Breder
and Klaus-Peter Busse, eds. Intermedia: enacting the liminal (Dortmund, Germany: University of Dortmund Press,
2005), p 271 “The Appearance of Archives,” The YouTube Reader (Lithuania: Logotipas, 2009) 268-274

PROJECT 1: Getting to know You(Tube):
Two principles of Intermedia are that art can be created by anyone and that culture should always be consumed
critically. Culture at large includes everyday objects, media/news, fashion, sports, food, music, film, literature,
dance and comedy as well as the visual arts. Culture also comes to us in the form of Internet memes that
represent a mass participation in cultural creation and commentary. YouTube videos offer the promise of going
viral, and the potential for fleeting fame have an effect on us that often we can’t quite express. Some interesting
questions raised by YouTube include issues of copyright, the constant presence of cameras, nostalgia for obsolete
technology, the reception of international/foreign videos and the belief that anyone on YouTube can be a star.
For this project, choose a video from YouTube that is meaningful to you. It doesn’t have to be the work of an artist,
in fact, it might be more interesting if it is not conventionally artistic. First, you will bring your video to class and
be prepared (with notes) to convince us that this video should be considered art, and discuss how our ideas of art
might change when we consider your video within the realm of art. This presentation should be between 5-8
minutes so we can get to know you (and YouTube).
Following the presentation and discussion, you will write a one-page script (~300 words) refining your initial
thoughts. You will utilize this script to create a commentary within the YouTube environment.
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WEEK 1
DAY 1: Introduction to course and Project 1: Getting to Know You(Tube)
DAY 2: Discuss Readings | Collaboratively define “Intermedia”

WEEK 2
DAY 3: Critique Project Presentations, demo on setting up YouTube Account and recording video and sound from
web cams
DAY 4: Critique Project 1

UNIT 2: SOUND
READINGs:
David Sonnenschein, “From Vibration to Sensation,” in Sound Design (Studio City, CA: Michael Wiese Productions,
2001), p 63-77 | Dick Higgins, “A Child’s History of Fluxus,” in Bonito Oliva, Achille- Gabriella De Mila- Claudio
Cerritelli (eds.): Ubi fluxus ibi motus 1990-1962) Milan, IT: Mazzotta, 1990), p 172-4.

PROJECT 2: Everyday Soundscapes
Building on the Fluxus interest in the art of the everyday, you will create a two-minute soundscape based on
sounds you and your classmates have collected through environmental experiences or created by using ordinary
objects outside of the recording studio. The soundscape may be a hybrid of multiple places but it should feel
evocative, compelling and specific. You will collaborate with your classmates to create a sound bank, in which
each of you will create five original sound recordings. When the sound bank is complete, you can browse and
utilize all of the different sounds to create your final piece.

MINI PROJECT A: Sound Derive
The derive is a revolutionary strategy ignited by Guy Debord and the Situationists The term come from the French
word for “drifting” and is used as a technique of rapid passage through varied ambiances. Surrealists also
practiced derives as a means of chance, discovery and liberation. For this mini project, we will go on derive as a
class. Through this exercise, we will listen closely to our environment and the varied sounds that surround us in our
everyday lives. Through this derive, there will be no talking, but note taking is advised. Once we have collectively
gone on the derive, we will then get into small groups and explore these spaces again, but with sound recorders.
Each group will need to collect 20 sounds, and then bring back their discoveries to the group.

WEEK 3
DAY 5: Lecture on Sound | Introduction to Project 2 | Mini Sound Project A
DAY 6: Reading Response Due | Reading Discussion | Sound Equipment (TASCAM and Microphone) Demo |
Collect in Class Sounds
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WEEK 4
DAY 7: Share Sounds for Sound Bank | Audacity and Audition Tutorial
DAY 8: Sound Art Presentations and Paper Due | Work on Projects | Check ins

WEEK 5
DAY 9: Critique Project 2
DAY 10: Critique Project 2

UNIT 3: VIDEO
READING:
Will Brand, “The Uncanny Valley of the Electrocuted Squirrel,” http://artfcity.com/2010/11/15/the-uncanny-valley-of-electrocuted-squirrel/

PROJECT 3: Appropriate, Remix, Repeat
The moving image backlog of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries is at our disposal like never before; and we
all probably generate some it every day. Create a short video piece based on appropriated material that reflects on
the status of the moving image a century after its popularization, two decades into the Internet and ten years after
the launch of YouTube. Also consider about how YouTube videos, video art, video entertainment and film intersect.

WEEK 6
DAY 11: Introduction to Project 3 | Lecture on Video
DAY 12: Reading Responses Due | Reading Discussion | Premiere and downloading from the Internet Tutorial

WEEK 7
DAY 13: Video Art Presentations and Papers Due | Work on Projects | Check ins
DAY 14: Work Day

WEEK 8
DAY 15: Critique Project 3
DAY 16: Critique Project 3
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UNIT #4 PERFORMANCE
Readings:
Guillermo Gomez-Peña, “In Defense of Performance Art,”
http://www.pochanostra.com/antes/jazz_pocha2/mainpages/in_defense.htm | Diedre Heddon, Introduction, in
Autobiography and Performance, 1-19.

PROJECT 4A: Durational Performances
Plan and conduct a series of related durational performance experiments, either of your own creation or using the
performances we viewed in class as a point of departure or inspiration. You will present three of this series to the
class: one live, and two recorded on video.

PROJECT 4B: Autobiographic Performances
Often when we think about autobiography, we think of short story, essay, or the page. Consider your life and the
stories you have lived and how they can be embodied. Particularly think of peak or pivotal moments in your life as
a place to start. These performances can be theatrical, narrative, abstract, or surreal. Consider Heddon’s
descriptions of the importance of this type of performance, and the autobiographical performances we viewed.
You will present three of this series to the class: one live, and two recorded on film.

(Choose A or B)
For either project consider gesture, voice, silence, strength, position, speed, repetition, weight, endurance,
stillness, movement, setting, props, lighting and camera angle.

MINI PROJECT B: Dada Fruit Salad
This project is inspired by Dada sound performances at the Cabaret Voltaire. Each student will write down five
words that describe their favorite fruit and two onomatopoetic sounds/words that relate to their fruit, and without
telling anyone each student must share their words. Then one by one students will consider an action to go with
their fruit and chosen words, and perform in the space. Students will gradually be added until all are performing
simultaneously. Then students will share their props and give to another student in the class. In small groups,
students will improvise their original words along with new motions and gestures relating to their props.

WEEK 9
DAY 17: Introduction to Project 4 | Performance Lecture | Mini Project B
DAY 18: Reading Responses Due | Reading Discussion | Camera and Tripod Tutorial

WEEK 10
DAY 19: Performance Presentations Due | Performance Proposals Due | Workshop Ideas
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DAY 20: Workday | Workshop Ideas

WEEK 11
DAY 21: Critique Project 4
DAY 22: Critique Project 4

UNIT #5: INSTALLATION
READING:
Claire Bishop, “Introduction,” in Installation Art: A Critical History (London: Tate, 2005): 1-47

PROJECT 5: Wunderkammer
Drawing on the tradition of the Wunderkammer as re-interpreted by the installation artists we will explore in this
course, the class will collaboratively create an installation on the theme of a “Hall of Wonders.” You will work
individually or in pairs to make a contribution to the overall installation while working with others in the course to
fine-tune their ideas and efforts. Your contribution might include sound, video, sculpture and performance, and you
may you whatever permitted material you feel are necessary to complete your piece. Consider audience
interaction, materials, form, color, duration, focus, composition, movement, sound, events, characters, setting,
lighting.
In this iteration of Wunderkammer, we will be collaborating and working within the alternative art space, Public
Space One. This building is located at: 120 N Dubuque Street. To make our installations site specific, we will
research the history of PS1, as well as its location in Iowa City’s Community Center. This research will include a
tour of the facilities, discussions with PS1’s founders, and the Community Center staff. You will also be expected
to research Public Space One, Iowa City’s Community Center, and the impacts these spaces have within Iowa City.

WEEK 12
				
DAY 23: Installation Lecture | Introduction to Project 5 | Figure out Groups and Brainstorm | Research Public Space
1 and the Iowa City Community Center
DAY 24: Reading Response Due | Reading Discussion | Research Discussion | Work Day

WEEK 13
DAY 25: Visit Public Space 1
DAY 26: Installation Presentations Due | Propose ideas for Wunderkammer

WEEK 14
DAY 27: Install in Space
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DAY 28: Install in Space

WEEK 15
DAY 29: Finish up Install | Document Space
DAY 30: Critique Project 4

WEEK 16
DAY 31: Critique Project 4
DAY 32: Discuss Final Portfolios | Discuss Overall Class | Potluck

FINALS WEEK
WEEK 17
Turn in Finished Portfolios and Sketchbook Journal
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Elements of sculpture
INSTRUCTOR: JESSICA PLEYEL
jessica.carolyn.pleyel@gmail.com
616.401.8543
Office Hours: 4:00-5:30 PM Mondays, and 3:30-5:00 PM Tuesday, or by appointment.
Email is preferred.

COURSE DESCRIPTION
The purpose of this course is to introduce students to the conceptual, formal, and technical elements of sculpture.
Students will learn how to create sculpture individually and collaboratively, and how to enter into a dialogue about
works of art.
This class will consist of slide-lectures, hands-on experimentations, critiques, readings, writing assignments, and
group discussions. Individual and collaborative projects will address the elements and principles of sculpture so
that students develop an understanding of contemporary sculptural values. This class is rooted in problem solving,
experimentation, and innovation. It is highly encouraged that students investigate, attempt, make mistakes, and
find diverse solutions to sculptural problems. Lastly, this class will delve into the interdisciplinarity of contemporary art and dissect how multiple academic disciplines can be employed to successfully address a specific topic
through sculptural form.

EXPECTATIONS
This class is a critique workshop where new work will be evaluated in a critical and constructive manner. A series
of projects will be assigned and completed inside class during “work sessions” and outside of class as homework.
Instructions for each project will include demonstrations, slide presentations, research-based homework
assignments, and discussions. Each assignment will build upon the others, creating a solid conceptual and
technical foundation for further work. Class critiques of finished works and active participation in these critiques
are an integral part of each project. You will arrive on time and be prepared. Throughout the semester, you will be
completing 4 projects including: a wire project, mold making project, soft sculpture project, and wood project. You
will also have several smaller creative assignments, artist lecture and exhibit responses, artist presentations, a final
portfolio, and a sketchbook. When each final project is due, we will be critiquing each other’s work. It is extremely
important that you are prepared to do so. This means you are expected to complete your work on time and with a
high quality, and install your work as if it were to be in an exhibition or part of a public viewing.
In this course you will:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Learn the basic concepts of sculpture and the elements of design.
Explore a range of basic studio processes.
Engage in reflective analysis of your own work and of the work of others.
Develop your perceptual skills by: identifying and analyzing visual elements, creating work, experiencing
work, and responding to work.
Learn the technical applications of a variety of tools, equipment, and materials.
Learn how to safely use materials, tools, and the studio safely.
Develop an understanding of the relationship between form and content in sculpture.
Demonstrate knowledge and skill of visual elements through projects, oral, and written communication.
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GRADING
You will be graded on a variety of things including the art you produce, papers you write, your participation in class
discussions and activities, and final critiques. Your projects will be evaluated on level of engagement with
materials, development of ideas, time management, and follow-through. Consider critique your exams. Failure to
contribute will reflect in your final grade. Feedback of creative work will be given back in paper format after each
critique. Class critiques of finished works and active participation in these critiques are an integral part of each
project.
40% Creative work
20% Participation
10% Sketchbook and Research
10% Final Portfolio
10% Artist Presentations and Artist Lecture/Exhibition Responses
Final grades will be awarded on an A to F scale, including plus and minus. Each project will receive a letter grade
in addition to verbal critique in class. All students must meet with the instructor at midterm to discuss progress in
the course to date and to receive a midterm grade. Students are also encouraged to contact the instructor at any
time to learn how they are doing in the course. In this course, letter grades mean the following:
A +/- Students who deeply engage with the various media, develop ideas, refine processes, facilitate
		
class discussion, research themes and show initiative
B+/-

Students who engage with various media, ideas and class discussions

C+/-

Students who complete projects

D+/-

Students who do not engage with various media, ideas or class discussions

F

Students who miss classes, do not complete projects and do not participate

PROJECTS
For each project we will look at examples via an introductory lecture and a project prompt to help get you started.
We will also be doing some readings to help inform your understanding of the medium as well as issues that come
along with it.
Primarily, we will be working on 4 projects. In addition to looking at various artists, we will also be learning skills
that will allow you to complete your projects.
Your projects will be due the day of the critiques. However, once these critiques occur, you may revise your work.
Revisions do not excuse laziness or tardiness on the original due date. If this is the case, your original grade will
likely remain the same.
4 Major Projects
1 Final Portfolio
1 Artist Presentation
1 Artist Lecture Response
1 Exhibition Response
1 Sketchbook Journal
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FINAL PORTFOLIO
Documentation for your completed major projects will be due the Monday after your critiques. This is part of your
grade and is required. We will discuss the details of documentation in class. This will constitute your “final
portfolio” which accounts for 10% of your grade. You will have the opportunity to make revisions through the semester after receiving your grade.

ARTIST PRESENTATIONS
You will be expected to give a 10-minute oral presentation using slide images/videos of a contemporary sculptor
of your choosing from the list given below. This will require some basic research, however the focus in not to give a
biographical analysis of the artist, but rather a thoughtful and critical look at the artist’s work. These presentations
will focus on the interdisciplinary nature of the artist’s research, process, and final work. You will also be required to
turn in a hard copy of your presentation prior to your oral presentation.
Potential Artists for Inspiration: Andy Goldsworthy, Cai Guo-Qiang, Doris Salcedo, Do Ho Suh, Robert Smithson,
Natalie Jeremijenko, Michael Rakowitz, Felix Gonzales Torres, Ernesto Neto, Ai Wei Wei, El Anatsui, Louise
Bourgeois, Nick Cave, Mark Dion, Kara Walker, Ann Hamilton, Jeff Koons, Maya Lin, Richard Serra, Yinka Shonibare, Kiki Smith, Krzysztof Wodiczko, Andrea Zittel, Norwood Viviano

ARTIST LECTURE AND GALLERY OPENINGS
You are required to attend a visiting artist lecture and a gallery opening. For each of these, you are responsible for
writing a 1-page descriptive response to what you saw, learned, and/or experienced. You can turn these into me at
any point throughout the semester.

SKETCHBOOK JOURNAL
You will be required to keep a sketchbook for this class. This book will include project sketches, concepts,
research, and plans. In addition to completing homework assignments in it, you will be using your sketchbook to
take notes, develop ideas, and problem solve. You should also attach material that inspires your ideas such as:
photocopies, photos, drawn images, fabrics, textures, newspaper clippings etc. Your sketchbook will be your
visual record for your ideas and class projects, and it should go with you everywhere. Take notes on everything
and anything. Your sketchbook is vital to your process, but it is important to note that it is not precious in the sense
that you need to make finished drawings. It is a place to jot, doodle, record, and explore. At the beginning of each
project we will have a one-on-one meeting where we will discuss your sketches/ideas and address any questions
or concerns you may have. This will help me understand your project ideas so we can communicate effectively
throughout each assignment. At the end of the semester, you will put your sketchbook in your final portfolio, and it
will be returned to you with feedback. Your sketchbook should be at least 8”x10”.

CLASS CRITIQUES:
Class critiques are an integral part of each project. Many of you may have participated in critiques; others may
be new to this process. We will have a discussion concerning critiquing etiquette prior to our first critique. When
speaking of someone’s work, or of your own, your comments are expected to be respectful, honest, clear, and
professional.
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COLLABORATION
Some projects for this course will be collaborative, as indicated in the assignment sheet and grading rubrics. Other
creative work may be completed collaboratively if your instructor approves. All written work must be completed
individually. Each student in a collaborative group is expected to complete a similar amount of work and to contribute equally to the final project. When working collaboratively, please include a short statement on the nature of
the collaboration and your contribution in your self-evaluation or project statement.

Project schedule
UNIT 1: wire
PROJECT 1: Line|Body Extension
Our bodies create line through posture, movement, silhouette and form. In the Line|Body Extension Project, we will
be exploring the ways our bodies have and create lines, and translate and expand upon these lines in a sculptural
wire form. This sculpture should be able to be worn without falling off, and should be visually interesting both on
and off the body. Throughout the creation of this project, you will need to use the elements of design to make the
form visually engaging. You are encouraged to create a narrative, utilitarian use, or conceptual backing within the
piece.
In this project, we will gain skills in: wire cutting, spot welding, wire manipulation, and creating a sculpted form
using the elements of design.
Artists for inspiration: Rebecca Horn, Javier Pérez, Oskar Schlemmer, Sonia Biacchi, Alexander McQueen, Lady
Gaga, Jesse Mathes

WEEK 1
DAY 1: Introductions. Syllabus Discussion
DAY 2: Building Tour. Safety Training.

WEEK 2
DAY 3: Collaboratively define sculpture, Elements of Sculpture Lecture. In Class Project: Elements of Sculpture
Scavenger Hunt.
DAY 4: Introduction to Project 1. Wire Demo.

WEEK 3
DAY 5: Share and critique concepts for Project 1. Work Day.
DAY 6: Artist Presentations Round 1. Work Day.
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WEEK 4
DAY 7: Go over critique guidelines. Critique Day 1
DAY 8: Critique Day 2

UNIT 2: mold making
PROJECT 2: Multiples... Multiplying!
Mold making at its core is about create a copy of an original form. This type of sculpture also lends itself to making
a large quantity of the same object. Through this project, you will be making wax multiple wax models of an object
of your choosing and then installing these objects in a way that is visually and conceptually engaging. As you are
creating and installing your multiplied objects, consider what having multiples of an object can mean, and how
it changes the concept of the project. Remember to incorporate the elements of design, particularly repetition,
rhythm, and movement.
In this project, we will gain skills in: two part mold making, plaster casting, creating wax models, modifying and
cleaning wax models, dyeing wax, and installation.
Artists for Inspiration: Do Ho Suh, Felix Gonzales-Torres, Ann Hamilton, Beili Liu, Andy Goldsworthy, Ai Wei Wei,
Tyree Guyton, Vik Muniz

WEEK 5
DAY 9: Introduce Project 2. Mold Making Presentation
DAY 10: Workshop potential project ideas. Mold Making Demo. Begin Making Molds.

WEEK 6
DAY 11: Artist Presentations Round 2. Wax Demo. Begin Pouring Wax Models. Work Day
DAY 12: Work Day. Consider Installation of multiples

WEEK 7
DAY 13: Critique Project 2
DAY 14: Critique Project 2

UNIT 3: soft sculpture
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PROJECT 3: Micro|Macro
The world of microscopic organisms, there are many interesting shapes, forms, and designs. In this project, you
will research different types of microorganisms and then choose one as inspiration. After you have chosen your
organism, you will reinterpret it as an enlarged form using the elements of design. We will be fabricating these
sculptures out of fabric, yarn, and other soft materials. Things to consider when making this form are installation of
the object, color, form, and density. You should also be thinking about what the microorganism does biologically,
and how you can interpret this in your sculpture.
In this project we will gain skills in: sewing, beading, embroidery, crochet, color theory, expanding and
magnifying small forms
Artists for inspiration: Noelle Garcia, Ernesto Neto, Claes Oldenberg and Coosje Van Brugen, Louise Bourgeois,
Yayoi Kusama, Natalie Baxter, Christine and Margaret Wertheim, Rachel Wallis

WEEK 8
DAY 15: Introduce Project 3. Hand sewing/beading/embroidery/crochet demo.
DAY 16: Critique Concepts. Artists Presentations. Work Day

WEEK 9
DAY 17: Workday
DAY 18: Workday

WEEK 10
DAY 18: Critique Project 3
DAY 19: Critique Project 3

UNIT 4: wood
PROJECT 4: Collaboration|Community|Construction
For Collaboration|Community|Construction, we will be working to create artworks with residents of
Melrose Meadows Retirement Community. Through this project, each of you will work with one resident,
and interview them on their life story, hobbies, dreams, needs, and wants. Through listening, asking
questions, and engaging with your collaborator, you will make them an art piece out of wood that they
can use in their everyday life and has meaning from the stories they shared with you. With their consent,
we will also compile their oral histories and images of the objects you created into a book that we can
share with the residents of Melrose Meadows and each other.
In this project, we will gain skills in: carpentry, construction, power tools, hand tools, collaboration,
community engagement, recording voices on TASCAMS, compiling oral histories.
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Artists for consideration: Taylor Renee Aldridge/Jessica Bell Brown/Kimberly Drew/Jessica Lynne (Black Art Incubator), Vik Muniz, Michael Rakowitz, Paul Wittenbraker, Beverly Naidus, Sean Starowitz, Sarah Kanouse, Natalie
Jeremijenko, Mark Dion

WEEK 11
DAY 20: Introduce Project 4. Introduce TASCAMS. Interview classmates..
DAY 21: Visit Melrose Meadows Retirement Community. Tour. Meet Collaborators.

WEEK 12
			

DAY 22: Discuss interview techniques. Artist Presentations Round 4. Wood shop safety.
DAY 23: Wood shop Training and Demos

WEEK 13
DAY 24: Work at Melrose Meadows. Transcribe your interviews.
DAY 25: Work at Melrose Meadows. Come up with concepts from your interviews with your collaborator.

WEEK 14
DAY 26: Work on Project 4
DAY 27: Work on Project 4

WEEK 15
DAY 28: Finish Project. Write artist’s statement, and share transcribed oral history of your collaborator.
DAY 29: Critique Project 4

WEEK 16
DAY 30: Share artworks with your collaborators at Melrose Meadows.
DAY 31: Discuss Final Portfolios. Discuss Overall Class. Potluck

FINALS WEEK
WEEK 17
Turn in Finished Portfolios and Sketchbook Journal
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Examples of student work

King Corn
Chun Yeep Kong, Intermedia 1, Performance and Installation, Fall 2014
Kong created this installation as a comment on Iowa’s cash crop: corn. Guests were prompted to throw popcorn
25
at Kong and he would meet them with his gaze.

Three Secrets
Zora Murff, Intermedia 1, Video, Spring 2015
A spin off of religious confession, Zora wrote three secrets and with each secret would drink water and purge
himself.
https://youtu.be/xJSvLuzZIL4
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Living Dolls
Yun Lin and Ryan Knoff, Intermedia 1, Performance and Installation, Fall 2014
Lin and Knoff asked the audience to dress them in a variety of clothing, regardless of societal norms. Participants
27
then could take a photo of the pair to document the changes of clothing.

Asexual Dodge Ball
MP Wier, Intermedia 1, Live Autobiographical Performance, Spring 2015
Wier announced to the class that she was asexual and then had students either ask questions or read prompts
that have been said to her. Once the student interacted with Wier, they would throw the ball at her. Through MP’s
performance, she transformed from passive to assertive-- physically, visually and emotionally.
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https://youtu.be/anbhhK05jeg

Family Dinner
Lexi Morsch, Alyse Higgins, Russell Bjork, and Andrew Chupp, Intermedia 1, Performance and Installation, Fall
2015
These four students created an immersive dining space in which they complicated the scene of a family dinner by
only eating and serving guests artificial and unhealthy foods. They also used theater makeup to appear like “food
zombies” in which the food had become part of their bodies.
29

Makeover
Becky Robinson, Intermedia 1, Live Performance, Spring 2015
Robinson placed sticky notes on the wall and allowed her classmates to do her makeup with any prompt they
chose.
https://youtu.be/Rg71ckASlpU
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In the News
Peng Cheng, Intermedia 1, Video, Spring 2015
Cheng was concerned and overwhelmed by the world news he would watch and, at times, felt powerless. This
piece is a response to apathy and the feeling powerlessness in regards to current affairs.
31
https://youtu.be/8e2Hm3szO3o

//scrolling
Ari Craven, Intermedia 1, Video, Fall 2015
Craven explores connection, communication and technology in this poetic video performance.
https://youtu.be/uvfdRKF93B4
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Covered in Consumption
Eunice Kim, Intermedia 1, Live Performance, Spring 2015
Kim allowed the audience to put spaghetti all over her body as she attempted to stay in a strong pose for the
duration of the performance.
https://youtu.be/CavTz3wGMqc
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The Porch
Ryan Knoff, Intermedia 1, Video, Fall 2014
Experimenting with light and shadow, Knoff created a surreal video in which a man cannot leave his porch.
https://youtu.be/tgG6KCjxM8M
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